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Preface
A number of current developments have focused increased
attention on management's responsibility to establish and
maintain a s y s t e m of internal accounting control. The purpose
of this booklet is to assist m a n a g e m e n t in this respect by
summarizing these developments, discussing their implications,
providing suggestions for a review of internal accounting
control by management, and explaining the assistance w e can
provide to m a n a g e m e n t in making its r e v i e w
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
The most significant development is the enactment in December 1977
of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 ("the Act"). Although, as its
title indicates, the Act is primarily directed to the subject of foreign
bribery, Title I of the Act contains requirements for a system of internal
accounting control which are applicable to virtually all publicly held
companies. These requirements are not limited to conditions related to
corrupt foreign payments. A copy of the portions of the Act that relate to
internal accounting control is included in this booklet as Appendix A.
The Act amends the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to require
companies, among other things, to:
Devise and maintain a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to
provide reasonable assurances that —
•

transactions are executed in accordance with management's general or
specific authorization;

•

transactions are recorded as necessary
o

to permit preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles or any other criteria applicable to such
statements, and

o

to maintain accountability for assets;

•

access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management's general
or specific authorization; and

•

the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets
at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any
differences.

This requirement is practically identical to the definition of accounting
control which was codified in Section 320.28 of Statement on Auditing
Standards No. 1 (the SAS), issued by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (the AICPA) in 1973. The introductory language of the
definition in the SAS is as follows:
Accounting control comprises the plan of organization and the procedures and
records that are concerned with the safeguarding of assets and the reliability of
financial records and consequently are designed to provide reasonable assurance that...[the remainder of the definition sets forth the four objectives
that were incorporated in the Act.]

Thus, it is evident that the related portion of the SAS is relevant for the
purpose of interpreting the Act.
5

Sections 320.19 through 320.48 of the SAS discuss the framework for,
and the basic concepts that are implicit in, the definition of accounting
control. A copy of these sections is included in this booklet as Appendix
B. Particularly important among these concepts is the following
recognition of the cost-benefit relationship inherent in the concept of
"reasonable assurance":
32 The definition of accounting control comprehends reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that the objectives expressed in it will be accomplished by
the system. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of
internal control should not exceed the benefits expected to be derived. The
benefits consist of reductions in the risk of failing to achieve the objectives
implicit in the definition of accounting control. Although the cost-benefit
relationship is the primary conceptual criterion that should be considered in
designing a system of accounting control, precise measurement of costs and
benefits usually is not possible; accordingly any evaluation of the cost-benefit
relationship requires estimates and judgments by management. Because of the
cost-benefit relationship, accounting control procedures may appropriately be
applied on a test basis in some circumstances.

It is also significant to note that the Act imposes no requirements
with respect to administrative control, which is also defined in the SAS.
The distinction and relationship between administrative control and
accounting control is discussed later in this booklet.
In its Accounting Series Release No. 242 concerning the Act, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the SEC) stated that:
...it is important that issuers subject to the new requirements review their
accounting procedures, systems of internal accounting controls and business
practices in order that they may take any actions necessary to comply with the
requirements contained in the Act.

Public Reporting on Internal Accounting Controls
Legislation comparable to the Act was introduced in 1976 and passed the
Senate in a unanimous vote, but was not acted upon by the House. In
January 1977 the SEC issued rulemaking proposals containing basically
the same requirements as were included in the 1976 legislation and
the Act. The proposals indicated that the Commission is considering
"whether to require some form of reporting to shareholders concerning
the issuer's system of internal accounting control."
The Commission on Auditors' Responsibilities was an independent
study group established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants to develop conclusions and recommendations regarding the
6

appropriate responsibilities of independent auditors. The Commission's
final report issued in January 1978 recommended a report by
management to accompany its financial statements which would
include, among other things, "management's assessment of the company's accounting system and controls over it." The Financial Executives
Institute's (the FEI) Committee on Corporate Reporting endorsed this
recommendation, and in June 1978 issued guidelines for preparation of
such a report. The Commission also recommended that the auditor's
report state his concurrence with (or exception to) management's
description of the system and controls. AICPA Committees on Reports
by Management and on Auditor's Reports are presently studying these
recommendations.
While there are no present requirements for reporting to shareholders
on internal accounting control, it is reasonable to expect that interest in
such reporting will continue and perhaps intensify in the near future. For
example, the SEC's "Report to Congress on the Accounting Profession
and the Commission's Oversight Role," dated July 1, 1978, includes the
following comments:
Although rules have not yet been proposed, the Commission is likely to require,
in reports filed with it, a representation that an issuer's system of internal
accounting controls is in compliance with the provisions of the Act.

Special Advisory Committee on Internal Accounting Control
After consideration of the 1976 legislation and the SEC proposals referred
to above, the Auditing Standards Executive Committee of the AICPA
(AudSEC) suggested that the AICPA should appoint an advisory committee to develop criteria for determining the adequacy of a system of
internal control. The suggested Special Advisory Committee on Internal
Accounting Control includes members of the AICPA, the FEI, and the
Institute of Internal Auditors. The committee has been meeting frequently, and is expected to issue its report later this year.

IMPLICATIONS AND PERSPECTIVE
The developments discussed above have stimulated widespread interest
among management and independent auditors. We believe these
developments are matters for responsible management concern, but not
for undue alarm. Although we have observed some tendency toward the
latter reaction, we think it is unnecessary. The tendency toward alarm
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has arisen from the enforcement and legislative environment from which
the Act evolved, and from various subsequent public comments by SEC
staff members, practicing attorneys, and public accountants.
The Act was an outgrowth of the discovery of illegal political contributions during the course of the Watergate investigations and the subsequent discovery of other forms of illegal or questionable payments. This
background and the related SEC enforcement activities have caused
some general apprehension that abuses or excesses may occur in the
administration of the Act. For example, there is some fear of unrealistic
expectations that an internal control system can prevent future occurrences of such practices, without adequate recognition of the possibilities
for circumvention and other inherent limitations on the effectiveness of
even the best of systems. Another concern is that the SEC and the
courts may not adequately recognize the cost-benefit relationship that is
necessary in designing internal control systems.
Additional apprehension has arisen from the fact that neither the Act nor
the SAS provides specific or detailed criteria to enable management to
determine whether its internal control system complies with the Act, and
from assertions that such determination is a legal rather than an
accounting matter.
We believe the apprehensions recited above should be viewed in a
moderate perspective for the following reasons:
•

Both the legislative history of the Act and the SEC rulemaking proposals
that preceded it include reassuring language indicating appropriate
recognition of some of the practical problems and implications of
the Act.

•

The Report of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs issued May 2, 1977 (Report No. 95-114) included the following
comments:
The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal control and
accurate books and records are fundamental responsibilities of management.
The expected benefits to be derived from the conscientious discharge of these
responsibilities are of basic importance to investors and the maintenance of the
integrity of our capital market system. The committee recognizes, however, that
management must exercise judgment in determining the steps to be taken,
and the cost incurred, in giving assurance that the objectives expressed will be
achieved. Here, standards of reasonableness must apply. In this regard, the
term "accurately" does not mean exact precision as measured by some
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abstract principle. Rather it means that an issuer's records should reflect
transactions in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or
other applicable criteria. While management should observe every reasonable
prudence in satisfying the objectives called for in new paragraph (2) of section
13(b), the committee recognizes that management must necessarily estimate
and evaluate the cost/benefit relationships of the steps to be taken in
fulfillment of its responsibilities under this paragraph. The accounting profession
will be expected to use their professional judgment in evaluating the systems
maintained by issuers. The size of the business, diversity of operations, degree
of centralization of financial and operating management, amount of contact by
top management with day-to-day operations, and numerous other
circumstances are factors which management must consider in establishing
and maintaining an internal accounting controls system.

The SEC's Release No. 34-13185 issued January 19, 1977, which proposed
amendments to the Rules and Regulations under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, included the following explanatory comments:
These proposed objectives [the definition included in the Act] for a system of
internal accounting controls have been drawn from the objectives of such a
system defined by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 1, Section 320.28 (1973). The Commission
believes that these goals provide a reasonable basis for the implementation of
the required system of controls, and that such objectives are already familiar to
the business community...
The design of any such system necessarily involves exercise of management's
judgment, and entails the balancing of the cost of implementing any given
internal accounting control against the benefit to be derived. By requiring that a
system provide reasonable assurance that the specified objectives are met, the
Commission's proposed rule recognizes that the issuer must, in good faith,
balance the costs and benefits as they relate to the circumstances of that
company. The definition of the term "reasonable assurance" in proposed Rule
13b-2 is, like the objectives for a system of internal accounting controls, taken
from existing accounting literature. See Statement on Auditing Standards No. 1,
supra, Section 320.32.

The proposed Rule is as follows:
(b) As used in (a) of this rule, the term "reasonable assurance" shall mean that
the cost of internal accounting control need not exceed the benefits expected
to be derived. The benefits consist of reductions in the risk of failing to achieve
the objectives implicit in the definition of accounting control.
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The foregoing excerpts indicate a reasonable legislative and regulatory
understanding of the objectives, cost-benefit considerations, and
limitations inherent in systems of internal accounting control, and of the
respective roles of management and independent auditors with respect
to such systems. Management and auditors have been dealing with
these matters for years on the basis of existing concepts and the
application of business and professional judgment. The Act specifically
adopts the existing concepts, and its history clearly implies a recognition
of the need for judgment in applying them.
In these circumstances, we think there may be too much emphasis in
some quarters on the need for, and the feasibility of, developing detailed
criteria for evaluating compliance with the Act. The definition of internal
accounting control adopted in the Act and the related concepts set forth
in the SAS were intentionally expressed in broad terms to permit the
flexibility needed for application in the wide variety of circumstances
encountered in business operations. Further exposition of the existing
concepts and illustrations of their application to different cycles or classes
of transactions may provide useful guidance for management and
auditors. We think it is unlikely, however, that explicit criteria can be
developed that will be a substitute for business and professional
judgment in the selection of control techniques and in making the
necessarily difficult cost-benefit decisions.
Finally, we think there is some overemphasis on the view that determining compliance with the Act is primarily a legal matter. Ultimately, of
course, questions of compliance with any statute become a legal matter.
In resolving such questions, however, the standards and judgments of
experts in the relevant subject matter are given substantial judicial
weight. Management and auditors traditionally have been regarded as
the experts in the subject matter of the Act, as was recognized in its
legislative history, and they should be expected to continue in this role.
The moderate perspective expressed above should not be interpreted as
complacency. Although we think the Act simply codifies existing
concepts of sound business practices and recognizes the need for
judgment, it obviously exposes these matters to the risk of regulatory or
judicial challenge. Thus, this risk becomes a new factor to be considered
in making the already difficult cost-benefit decisions concerning internal
accounting control. Whether a moderate or an extreme view of the
magnitude of this risk is more realistic can be determined only by future
events.
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MANAGEMENT'S REVIEW
In view of the developments and implications discussed above, we think
it is prudent for management to review and reevaluate its internal
accounting controls in relation to the Act, and for boards of directors or
audit committees to consider this matter in their oversight role. Such
action should identify any improvements that are deemed necessary and
would demonstrate a responsiveness to the Act.
In planning such a review, management should focus on the nature and
objectives of accounting control, the evaluation criteria to be applied, and
the general approach to be taken in making the review.

Nature and Objectives of Accounting Control
As indicated earlier, the nature and objectives of accounting control are
set forth in the SAS, and the same objectives are incorporated in the Act.
These documents should be studied carefully by management in
planning its review. The related appendices are included in this booklet
for that purpose.
The distinction and relationship between accounting control and administrative control is an important concept that is sometimes misunderstood
and thus deserves emphasis. The essence of the distinction is shown
in the following excerpts from the definitions in the S A S :
Administrative control includes, but is not limited to, the plan of organization
and the procedures and records that are concerned with the decision process
leading to management's authorization of transactions. Such authorization is a
management function directly associated with the responsibility for achieving
the objectives of the organization and is the starting point for establishing
accounting control of transactions.
Accounting control comprises the plan of organization and the procedures and
records that are concerned with the safeguarding of assets and the reliability of
financial records....

The following additional definitions apply in the context of those above:
Transactions —exchanges of assets or services with parties outside the
business entity and transfers or use of assets or services within it.
Safeguarding of assets —protection against loss arising from intentional and
unintentional errors in processing transactions and handling the related assets.
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Thus, the objectives of accounting control extend to reducing the risk of
a loss of assets from unauthorized use or disposition, but not from
operating business decisions that may eventually result in losses. Since
the Act applies only to accounting control, the importance of this
distinction is evident.
The relationship between accounting control and administrative control is
expressed in the SAS as follows:
The foregoing definitions are not necessarily mutually exclusive because some
of the procedures and records comprehended in accounting control may also
be involved in administrative control....Such multiple uses of procedures or
records, however, are not critical for the purposes of this section because it is
concerned primarily with clarifying the outer boundary of accounting control.

Thus, all procedures and records that contribute to the objectives of
accounting control are comprehended in its definition. An example of
multiple uses given in the SAS is that sales and cost records classified by
products may be used for accounting control purposes and also in
making management decisions about unit prices or other aspects of
operations. Another example is that the use of budgets for administrative
purposes may also serve as an accounting control. Their effectiveness
for the latter purpose, however, depends on the extent to which
variations from the budget are identified and investigated to determine
whether they result from operating conditions or from accounting errors
or irregularities.

Criteria for Evaluation
As indicated earlier, the SAS states that ".. .the cost-benefit relationship
is the primary conceptual criterion that should be considered in designing
a system of accounting control...." It also recognizes the practical
difficulties of applying this concept by stating further that "... precise
measurement of costs and benefits usually is not possible; accordingly,
any evaluation of the cost-benefit relationship requires estimates and
judgments by management."
Neither the cost-benefit concept nor the difficulties of application,
however, are new to management nor unique to the problem of
designing and evaluating accounting controls. This problem is simply a
special case that is susceptible to analysis in terms of the classical
decision model for minimizing a loss function. In these terms, the loss to
be minimized is a function of the costs of maintaining various levels of
accounting control and the risks at the respective levels. The risks, in
turn, are a function of the probabilities of losses associated with (1)
issuance of misleading financial statements, (2) loss from unauthorized
disposition or use of assets, and (3) alleged or actual violation of the Act.
12

In making the estimates and judgments necessary for a cost-benefit
analysis, management obviously should consider any relevant historical
experience data that is available or can reasonably be developed. In the
absence of any such data, the only recourse is for management to
make assumptions that it believes are reasonable or possibly conservative and would be so regarded by others who might have occasion
to consider them.
Because of the importance and difficulty of the cost-benefit analysis
needed in evaluating internal accounting control, we are arranging for a
research study on this subject and plan to publish the results as an aid to
management and auditors.

General Approach to Review
The initial sources of information for management's review of its
accounting controls should be its present knowledge and documentation
of the system, recent reports from its internal and independent auditors,
and current discussions with such auditors. The independent auditor's
role and possible assistance to management in making its review is
discussed in the next section.
Management's present knowledge of its system may include an
awareness of certain control procedures that are performed but not
documented. More likely the prescribed control procedures will be
included as an integral part of the documentation of operating
procedures, without being identified separately. In some situations the
accounting controls may be separately identified and documented. While
the Act does not set forth any specific requirements in this respect,
documentation of prescribed control procedures is important to facilitate
compliance with the system and would be important if it becomes
necessary to demonstrate compliance with the Act.
The definition of accounting control in the SAS is expressed in relation to
the functions involved in the "flow of transactions" —the authorization,
execution, and recording of transactions and the accountability for
resulting assets. The SAS also sets forth the concept of "cycles" of
separate steps necessary to complete particular types of transactions.
For example, it indicates the separate steps in a typical sales cycle would
include acceptance of an order, shipment, billing, and collection. It may
be convenient for management to structure its review to follow the flow
of transactions through the applicable cycles or related separate steps;
however, if this is not convenient in its own organizational structure,
any other approach that accomplishes the purpose of the review
is satisfactory.
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After identification of the prescribed accounting controls, the next stage
in management's review is the evaluation of their adequacy based on the
objectives and criteria discussed earlier. Adequacy depends on both
(1) the potential effectiveness of the prescribed control procedures, and
(2) the extent of compliance with them. While management's initial
review subsequent to the Act should give attention to both of the above
aspects, later reviews may concentrate largely on changes in conditions
and on continuing compliance with the prescribed procedures.

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S ROLE
The purpose and scope of the independent auditor's usual review of
internal accounting controls should be understood by management in
considering the usefulness of such review for management's purposes.
The primary purpose of the independent auditor's usual review is to
assist in determining the nature, timing, and extent of auditing
procedures to be performed in his examination of financial statements.
An incidental requirement is to report to senior management and the
board of directors or audit committee any material weaknesses that
come to his attention during such examination. In addition to these
professional requirements, auditors customarily submit suggestions
concerning other possible improvements in controls or operations.
The foregoing purposes affect the scope of the independent auditor's
review in two respects that are pertinent for management's consideration. First, such review is concerned principally with audited annual
financial statements as distinct from unaudited interim statements.
Second, the scope of the review is based on the auditor's judgment
concerning: (1) materiality in relation to the financial statements being
audited, and (2) the relative audit efficiency of reviewing and testing
compliance with particular controls sufficiently to justify reduction in
related substantive audit tests, as compared with extending such tests
without relying on the controls. These considerations are essentially an
application of the cost-benefit concept as it relates to the auditor's
purpose —forming an opinion on the financial statements. Application of
the cost-benefit concept for management's purposes —issuing reliable
financial statements, minimizing the risk of potential losses, and
complying with the Act —may require more stringent controls than
those necessary for the auditor's purposes.
The independent auditor's review may, nevertheless, be the most
systematic recurring review of internal accounting controls in many
situations. Therefore, in addition to the results of such reviews,
information about the procedures followed and materials used by the
auditor should be useful to management in making its review.
14

Several years ago our firm developed a unique audit approach which we
refer to as "AuditSCOPE" — a System of Coordinated Objectives,
Procedures, and Evaluations. The portion of this system that should be
useful to management in reviewing its internal accounting controls
consists of questionnaires and an extensive set of tables of basic
possibilities for errors and irregularities in accounting records. The tables
are designed to facilitate understanding and use of the questionnaires.
They portray, in decision-table format, the critical path between different
combinations of possible answers to the questionnaires and the related
possibilities for perpetration and concealment of various types of errors
and irregularities. Thus, these tables also are useful for determining
corrective measures for weaknesses that are identified.
We have been a leader in developing concepts of internal accounting
control and techniques for evaluation, and are participating actively in the
current developments. Consequently, we welcome inquiries from our
clients about these matters. Further, we are prepared to assist our clients
in their reviews by providing (1) information about the procedures
followed and materials used in our usual reviews and (2) consultation
of further participation in their reviews.
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APPENDIX A. Excerpts from Relevant Portions of
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977
Accounting Standards
Sec. 102. Section 13(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.
78q(b)) is amended by inserting "(1)" after "(b)" and by adding at the end
thereof the following:
"(2) Every issuer which has a class of securities registered pursuant to
section 12 of this title and every issuer which is required to file reports pursuant
to section 15(d) of this title shall —
"(A) make and keep books, records, and accounts, which, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the
assets of the issuer; and
"(B) devise and maintain a system of internal accounting controls
sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that —
"(i) transactions are executed in accordance with management's
general or specific authorization;
"(ii) transactions are recorded as necessary (I) to permit preparation of
financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles or any other criteria applicable to such statements, and (II) to
maintain accountability for assets;
"(iii) access to assets is permitted only in accordance with
management's general or specific authorization; and
"(iv) the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the
existing assets at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken
with respect to any differences."
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APPENDIX B. Excerpts from Section 320 of Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 1. Issued by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Section 320 of the statement referred to above deals with "The Auditor's
Study and Evaluation of Internal Control." It includes an introduction and
other subsections relating to the purpose of the auditor's study and
evaluation, definitions and basic concepts, study of the system, evaluation of the system, and correlation with other auditing procedures.
The subsection that is particularly relevant to the purpose of this booklet
is the one relating to definitions and basic concepts. This subsection
includes a discussion of previous definitions and of the need for clarification as a background for developing the framework for, and concepts
implicit in, the revised definitions. Excerpts relevant to the latter matters
are presented in this appendix.
Flow of Transactions
.19 . . . A revised definition expressed in relation to the functions involved in the
flow of transactions is presented in paragraph .28 to provide the clarification
needed in this respect.
.20 Transactions are the basic components of business operations and,
therefore, are the primary subject matter of internal control. In the context of
this section, transactions include exchanges of assets or services with parties
outside the business entity and transfers or use of assets or services within it.
The primary functions involved in the flow of transactions and related assets
include the authorization, execution, and recording of transactions and the
accountability for resulting assets.
.21 The ultimate authority for business transactions rests with stockholders or
other classes of owners except as circumscribed by law and is delegated by
them to directors, trustees, officers, and other management personnel. The
delegation of authority to different levels and to particular persons in an
organization is a management function. As used herein, authorization of
transactions refers to management's decision to exchange, transfer, or use
assets for specified purposes under specified conditions.
.22 Authorization may be general in that it relates to any transactions that
conform to the specified conditions, or it may be specific with reference to a
single transaction. Examples of general authorization include the establishment
of sales prices for products to be sold to any customer, requirements to be
met in setting the credit limit for any customer, automatic reorder points for
material or merchandise, the number and type of personnel to be employed,
and similar decisions. The basic characteristic of general authorization is that it
is concerned with the definition or identification of the general conditions under
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which transactions are authorized without regard to the specific parties or
transactions. Specific authorization, on the other hand, comprehends both the
conditions and the parties involved; examples include authorizations for a
specific sale or purchase, the employment of a specific person, the use of
specific materials or employees for a particular production order, and
similar transactions.
.23 Execution of transactions includes the entire cycle of steps necessary to
complete the exchange of assets between the parties or the transfer or use of
assets within the business. The execution of transactions frequently involves
separate steps or stages. For example, the typical sale would involve acceptance of an order, shipment and billing of the product, and collection of the
billing. A similar cycle of steps for the typical purchase of material or services
may include requisitioning of the material, issuance of the order, receipt of the
material, and payment of the purchase price. In this section, authorization
applies to the complete cycle of steps; authorization is distinguished from
approval in that the latter applies to a particular step and indicates only that the
conditions specified or implied in the authorization have been satisfied insofar
as they apply to that step.
.24 Recording of transactions comprehends all records maintained with respect
to the transactions and the resulting assets or services and all functions
performed with respect to such records. Thus, the recording of transactions
includes the preparation and summarization of records and the posting thereof
to the general ledger and subsidiary ledgers.
.25 The accountability function follows assets from the time of their acquisition
in one transaction until their disposition or use in another. This function requires
maintenance of records of accountability for assets and periodic comparison
of these records with the related assets. Examples include the reconciliation of
recorded cash balances with bank statements and reconciliation of perpetual
inventory records with physical inventory counts.
Revised Definitions
.26 Based on the foregoing discussion, administrative control and accounting
control are defined as indicated in the following two paragraphs.
.27 Administrative control includes, but is not limited to, the plan of organization and the procedures and records that are concerned with the decision
processes leading to management's authorization of transactions. Such
authorization is a management function directly associated with the responsibility for achieving the objectives of the organization and is the starting point
for establishing accounting control of transactions.
1

1

This definition is intended only to provide a point of departure for distinguishing
accounting control and, consequently, is not necessarily definitive for other purposes.
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.28 Accounting control comprises the plan of organization and the procedures
and records that are concerned with the safeguarding of assets and the
reliability of financial records and consequently are designed to provide reasonable assurance that:
a. Transactions are executed in accordance with management's general or
specific authorization.
b. Transactions are recorded as necessary (1) to permit preparation of financial
statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or
any other criteria applicable to such statements and (2) to maintain
accountability for assets.
c. Access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management's
authorization.
d. The recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets
at reasonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to
any differences.
.29 The foregoing definitions are not necessarily mutually exclusive because
some of the procedures and records comprehended in accounting control may
also be involved in administrative control. For example, sales and cost records
classified by products may be used for accounting control purposes and also in
making management decisions concerning unit prices or other aspects of
operations. Such multiple uses of procedures or records, however, are not
critical for the purposes of this section because it is concerned primarily with
clarifying the outer boundary of accounting control. Examples of records used
solely for administrative control are those pertaining to customers contacted by
salesmen and to defective work by production employees maintained only for
evaluating personnel performance.
Basic Concepts
.30 The basic concepts discussed under this caption are implicit in the
definition of accounting control. (The discussion in paragraphs .31 through .34
applies to the definition generally, while the discussion in paragraphs .35
through .48 applies to essential characteristics of internal accounting control.)
These concepts are applicable generally, but the organizational and procedural
means of applying them may differ considerably from case to case because of
the variety of circumstances involved. Therefore, it is not considered feasible to
discuss these matters in detail in this section.

Management Responsibility
.31 The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal control is an
important responsibility of management. The basic concepts implicit in the
definition of accounting control are discussed in the context of that responsibility. The system of internal control should be under continuing supervision by
management to determine that it is functioning as prescribed and is modified as
appropriate for changes in conditions.
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Reasonable Assurance
.32 The definition of accounting control comprehends reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance that the objectives expressed in it will be accomplished by
the system. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of
internal control should not exceed the benefits expected to be derived. The
benefits consist of reductions in the risk of failing to achieve the objectives
implicit in the definition of accounting control. Although the cost-benefit
relationship is the primary conceptual criterion that should be considered in
designing a system of accounting control, precise measurement of costs and
benefits usually is not possible; accordingly, any evaluation of the cost-benefit
relationship requires estimates and judgments by management. Because of the
cost-benefit relationship, accounting control procedures may appropriately be
applied on a test basis in some circumstances.

Methods of Data Processing
.33 Since the definition and related basic concepts of accounting control are
expressed in terms of objectives, they are independent of the method of data
processing used; consequently, they apply equally to manual, mechanical,
and electronic data processing systems. However, the organization and procedures required to accomplish those objectives may be influenced by the
method of data processing used.
1

Limitations
.34 There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of accounting control. In the performance of most control procedures, there are possibilities for errors arising from
such causes as misunderstanding of instructions, mistakes of judgment, and
personal carelessness, distraction, or fatigue. Furthermore, procedures whose
effectiveness depends on segregation of duties obviously can be circumvented
by collusion. Similarly, procedures designed to assure the execution and
recording of transactions in accordance with management's authorizations may
be ineffective against either errors or irregularities perpetrated by management
with respect to transactions or to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of financial statements. In addition to the limitations discussed
above, any projection of a current evaluation of internal accounting control to
future periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the degree of compliance with
the procedures may deteriorate.
1

For special considerations relating to electronic data processing systems, see Chapter 8
of Davis, Auditing & EDP (New York: AICPA, 1968), which was prepared as a result of
the efforts of a special Auditing EDP Task Force of Institute members.
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Personnel
.35 Reasonable assurance that the objectives of accounting control are
achieved depends on the competence and integrity of personnel, the
independence of their assigned functions, and their understanding of the
prescribed procedures. Although these factors are important, their contribution
is to provide an environment conducive to accounting control rather than to
provide assurance that it necessarily will be achieved. Accounting control
procedures may be performed by personnel in any appropriate organizational
position. In smaller organizations such procedures may be performed by the
owner-manager. In these circumstances, however, some of the limitations
discussed in paragraph .34 may be particularly applicable.

Segregation of Functions
.36 Incompatible functions for accounting control purposes are those that
place any person in a position both to perpetrate and to conceal errors or irregularities in the normal course of his duties. Anyone who records transactions
or has access to assets ordinarily is in a position to perpetrate errors or irregularities. Accordingly, accounting control necessarily depends largely on the
elimination of opportunities for concealment. For example, anyone who records
disbursements could omit the recording of a check, either unintentionally or
intentionally. If the same person also reconciles the bank account, the failure to
record the check could be concealed through an improper reconciliation. This
example illustrates the concept that procedures designed to detect errors and
irregularities should be performed by persons other than those who are in a
position to perpetrate them —i.e., by persons having no incompatible functions.
Procedures performed by such persons are described hereinafter as being
performed independently.
1

Execution of Transactions
.37 Obtaining reasonable assurance that transactions are executed as
authorized requires independent evidence that authorizations are issued by
persons acting within the scope of their authority and that transactions conform
with the terms of the authorizations. These terms may be either explicit or
implicit, the latter being in the form of company policies or usual business
practices applicable to the transactions involved. In some cases the required
evidence is obtained by independent comparison of transaction documents
with specific authorizations. For example, receiving reports and vendors'
invoices may be compared with purchase orders in approving vouchers for
payments; further, paid checks may be compared with approved vouchers,
either individually or collectively, through reconciliations and related procedures.
In other cases, such comparisons may be made with general authorizations
such as general price lists, credit policies, or automatic reorder points. Such
1

l n this section "errors" refers to unintentional mistakes, and "irregularities" refers to
intentional distortions of financial statements and to defalcations.
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comparisons may be made manually or by computers. Reasonable assurance
may sometimes be obtained by comparison of recorded transactions with
budgets or standard costs, but the effectiveness of this alternative depends on
the extent to which variations are identified and investigated. In some cases the
only practicable means for obtaining reasonable assurance is by periodic
surveillance of the personnel engaged in the execution of transactions.

Recording of Transactions
.38 The objective of accounting control with respect to the recording of
transactions requires that they be recorded at the amounts and in the
accounting periods in which they were executed and be classified in
appropriate accounts. For this purpose accounting periods refer to the periods
for which financial statements are to be prepared. In the definition of
accounting control this objective is expressed in terms of permitting, rather
than assuring, the preparation of financial statements in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles or any other applicable criteria. This
distinction recognizes that, beyond the necessary recording of transactions,
management's judgment is required in making estimates and other decisions
required in the preparation of such statements.
.39 The possibilities for obtaining assurance that transactions have been
properly recorded depend largely on the availability of some independent source
of information that will provide an indication that the transactions have been
executed. These possibilities vary widely with the nature of the business and
the transactions, as illustrated by the following examples. At one extreme,
comparison of paid checks returned by a bank with the recorded disbursements
would reveal any unrecorded paid checks. Similarly, examination of documents
supporting recorded disbursements would reveal those for which an
accountability for resulting assets should be recorded concurrently. Where
shipping documents are used, comparison of such documents with sales
records would reveal unrecorded sales. A more indirect possibility with respect
to sales is to estimate the aggregate amount that should be recorded by
applying sales prices or gross profit rates to quantities or costs of inventory
disposed of during a period. The degree of accuracy from such estimates
depends on the variability of the pricing structure, the product mix, and other
circumstances; in any event, however, such estimates ordinarily would not
provide specific identification of any unrecorded sales that may be indicated.
Assurance that collections on receivables are recorded rests primarily on the
controls exercised over the records of receivables since these show the
aggregate accountability for such collections. Accountability for collections of
interest and dividends ordinarily can be established readily from securities
records and independent published sources, while that for contributions from
the general public ordinarily is more difficult to establish or estimate. The
foregoing examples are not intended to be comprehensive in scope nor
exhaustive in treatment but only illustrative of the general nature of the
concepts and the variety of circumstances involved in obtaining assurance that
transactions are properly recorded.
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.40 Transactions with outside parties are necessarily recorded individually and
should be recorded as promptly as practicable when the recording is necessary
to maintain accountability for assets such as cash, securities, and others that
are susceptible to loss from errors or irregularities. In this context, recording
refers to the initial record, document, or copy evidencing the transaction and
not to subsequent summarization. As to such summarization and as to the
initial recording of other transactions, the time of recording within the
appropriate accounting period may be determined on the basis of convenience
and processing efficiency.
.41 The foregoing timing considerations apply also to the recording of internal
transfers or use of assets or services. However, some transfers and cost
allocations need not be recorded individually if the aggregate amounts can be
determined satisfactorily. For example, cost of sales may be determined by
applying gross profit rates to sales, and material usage may be determined by
reference to production reports and bills of material.

Access to Assets
.42 The objective of safeguarding assets requires that access to assets be
limited to authorized personnel. In this context, access to assets includes both
direct physical access and indirect access through the preparation or processing
of documents that authorize the use or disposition of assets. Access to assets
is required, of course, in the normal operations of a business and, therefore,
limiting access to authorized personnel is the maximum constraint that is
feasible for accounting control purposes in this respect. The number and caliber
of personnel to whom access is authorized should be influenced by the nature
of the assets and the related susceptibility to loss through errors and
irregularities. Limitation of direct access to assets requires appropriate physical
segregation and protective equipment or devices. Limitation of indirect access
requires procedures similar to those discussed in paragraph .36.

Comparison of Recorded Accountability With Assets
.43 The purpose of comparing recorded accountability with assets is to
determine whether the actual assets agree with the recorded accountability,
and, consequently, it is closely related to the foregoing discussion concerning
the recording of transactions. Typical examples of this comparison include cash
and securities counts, bank reconciliations, and physical inventories.
.44 If the comparison reveals that the assets do not agree with the recorded
accountability, it provides evidence of unrecorded or improperly recorded
transactions. The converse, however, does not necessarily follow. For example,
agreement of a cash count with the recorded balance does not provide
evidence that all cash received has been properly recorded. This illustrates an
unavoidable distinction between fiduciary and recorded accountability: the
former arises immediately upon acquisition of an asset; the latter arises only
when the initial record of the transaction is prepared.
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.45 As to assets that are susceptible to loss through errors or irregularities, the
comparison with recorded accountability should be made independently.
.46 The frequency with which such comparison should be made for the
purpose of safeguarding assets depends on the nature and amount of the
assets involved and the cost of making the comparison. For example, it may be
reasonable to count cash daily but not reasonable to take a physical inventory at
that interval. However, a daily inventory of products in the custody of route
salesmen, for example, may be practicable as a means of determining their
accountability for sales. Similarly, the value and vulnerability of some products
may make frequent complete inventories worthwhile.
.47 The frequency with which the comparison of recorded accountability with
assets should be made for the purpose of achieving reliability of the records for
preparing financial statements depends on the materiality of the assets and
their susceptibility to loss through errors or irregularities.
.48 The action that may be appropriate with respect to any discrepancies
revealed by the comparison of recorded accountability with assets will depend
primarily on the nature of the asset, the system in use, and the amount and
cause of the discrepancy. Appropriate action may include adjustment of the
accounting records, filing of insurance claims, revision of procedures, or
administrative action to improve the performance of personnel.
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